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Proof of data distribution based on trusted
hardware
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Abstract: We consider a scenario where two parties prove to the third party that a communication between
them happened. This can be seen in a case of advertisement where the data is distributed by a distributor
on behalf of owner to the user. Specifically, we address the possibility of collusion between the distributor
and the user in which the owner is deceived to pay for false claim of distribution. In our protocol, the
distributor and the user are equipped with trusted hardware. The data is encrypted and decrypted by the
trusted hardware of the distributor and the user, respectively, with shared secret key. When decrypting the
data, user’s hardware generates a proof and sends it to the distributor. This proof is used as the proof of
distribution to show to the owner for payment. In such way, we prevent the collusion with the help of the
trusted hardware. Moreover, we use the blockchain technology as a method for the ID management and
payment.
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1.

Introduction

The internet traffic is increasing greatly in the recent years
due to more people sharing data - music, images, videos, and
etc. - on the internet[1]. And it is expected to increase more
as the 5G era arrives with a numerous IoT devices communicating with each other[2], autonomous car connected to
the internet, and 8K video streaming[3]. In correspondence
with this trend, companies are deploying their services including video streaming on the cloud services such as AWS,
Google Cloud, Microsof Azure, and etc. reducing the cost to
maintain servers by themselves[4]. Similarly, “information
bank” is being considered to be used for collecting, storing
and sharing of personal data[5], Roughly saying, the “information bank” is a third party that manages the customers’
data similar to the banks who manages their customers’ deposit.
In contrast to relying on the centralized cloud and “information bank” services for sharing data, utilization of the
distributed network technologies are proposed as another solution to avoid single point of failure and bandwidth costs.
IPFS[6] is a peer to peer version controlled file system where
each node acts as a server and file is referred by the base58 encoded hash of the content. Combining IPFS with the
blockchain technology[7], Filecoin[8] is a decentralized storage network in which the miners earn the filecoins by providing storage services to clients and thus on the contrary,
clients spend the filecoins to miners for storing and distribut1
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ing the data. Specifiying in video, Videocoin[9] provides a
decentralized video encoding, storage, and content distribution network in the form of peer to peer algorithmic market. Videocoin uses proof of retrievability for storage mining, proof of transcoding for compute mining, and a simple
messaging protocol for distribution mining. Theta[10] is another network protocol which provides incentive mechanism
for decentralized video delivery and streaming by allowing
the individual users to share their redundant computing and
bandwidth resources. It uses a resource oriented micropayment pool which allows a viewer to do chunk-wise payment
for video content pulled from multiple nodes.
Such reliance on the third party shifts the cost of storing and distributing from the customer to the third party.
We consider that the cost of distributing includes the usage of the bandwidth which is a limited resource against the
increasing traffic as mentioned above. In some aspect, the
online advertising industry can be a good example of monetization of the usage of the bandwidth. Advertising platforms
earn money from the owners who are willing to advertise
their products or services for playing the corresponding advertisements on their distribution platform. This money is
paid as per the number of views the advertisement has received[11]. In this scheme, the owners trust the distributors
for reporting the correct number of views.
However, there is no trusted way for the owners to verify
how many users have actually received the advertisement.
In such situations, it is common to use the digital signature
of the receiver as a proof that the data is transferred from
the distributor to the user[10], [12]. But, it does not prevent
the fraud case where the distributor and the user collude to
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earn money without actually using the distributor’s bandwidth for sending data.
In this paper, we present a protocol which addresses both
the issues - paid distribution on the network and mutual
distrust between the distributor and the owner. We use
the blockchain for the identity management and the payment process, and the hardware based Trusted Execution
Environment (TEE) to prevent the collusion between the
distributor and the user.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we provide general description of the hardware-based TEE. The
overview of our protocol is presented in Sec. 3. Then, in
Sec. 4, we describe the protocol in details. The experiment
results are provided in Sec. 5. Finally, we conclude in Sec.
6

2.

Preliminaries: TEE

TEE is an execution environment which is tamper resistant and provide the protected memory and isolated execution space to prevent the regular operating system or applications from controlling or observing the data being stored
or processed inside them. Though there are several hardware
based trusted execution environments available, we utilize
Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX)[13], [14] for our
implementation because of its wide availability.
Intel SGX is a set of security architecture extensions that
enables a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). The TCB
(trusted computing base) of SGX is very small and it only
constitutes the CPU’s package boundary and software components related to SGX. It allows the creation of secure
enclaves that can keep secret. Enclaves are nothing but
isolated execution units with encrypted code and data. In
addition to this, Intel SGX also has two attestation services
- local attestation and remote attestation. Local attestation
is a mechanism with which enclave can prove its authenticity
to another enclave running on the same platform. Remote
attestation is a process through which a client can prove to
the service provider that an enclave is running on the SGX
compatible machine at the given security level.
In this paper, we use enclave to generate and share the
secret encryption key between the trusted hardwares of distributor and user. The trusted hardware on both the ends
confirm trustworthiness to each other using remote attestation.

3.

Fig. 1

about a particular product or service. Owner pays the distributor according to the number of views his commercial
has got. But the fundamental problem for the owner is to
find the exact number of users who have actually watched
or received his commercial. Owner cannot simply trust the
distributor as there can be a case of collusion between distributor and user in which they both can cheat owner and
obtain the maximum monetary benefit.
We propose a protocol where the user and distributor are
equipped with SGX compatible machines SGX1 and SGX2
respectively. SGX1 generates an encryption key and shares
with SGX2. SGX2 encrypts the data and send it to SGX1.
SGX1 decrypts the data and generates the proof of decryption which is sent to SGX2. SGX2 shares the proof of distribution with the owner. Owner pays the corresponding fees
to the distributor.

4.

Details

We do not trust the distributor and user for following
the protocol. Therefore we use trusted hardware to create
digitally signed payloads. Then, if the trusted hardware is
not compromised the payload should be correct. We trust
the trusted hardware to securely store the secret key. We
trust that the symmetric key encryption is appropriately
used such as renewing the secret key regularly. We do not
consider the recently reported side channel attacks on Intel SGX[15], [16], [17]. We also assume that the ownership
of the enclave and the necessary information for attestation and signature verification are registered properly beforehand.
Table 1
Notation
dataID
i
n
Hash()
hashi
h· · · iσsgx
payload
dataChunki
enChunki
prevHash
proof

Overview

We consider an example of advertising industry where
there are three entities - a service provider whom we call
as an owner, an advertiser whom we call as a distributor, and a viewer to whom we call as a user. Owner is
an individual/organization who owns a particular commercial video of the product or service. Distributor is an individual/organization who is responsible for distributing this
commercial to maximum number of users and receive the
corresponding distribution fees from the owner. User is an
individual who views this commercial and get the knowledge

Setup

Summary of notations

Description
data ID
data chunk index
total number of data chunks
hash function
hash of data chunk i
payload signed by SGX
output of the SGX2 (distributor’s SGX)
data chunk with index i
encrypted data chunk i
cumulated hash upto previous data chunk
output of the SGX1 (user’s SGX)

4.1 TEE-hosted functionalities
The below Fig.1 shows the pseudo code for the TEE
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Algorithm 1 TEE-hosted functionalities
1: variables
2:
sk
3: end variables

. secret key for encryption and decryption

4: function DivideData(dataID, n)
5:
return dataChunk1 , dataChunk2 , ..., dataChunkn
6: end function
7: function Encrypt(dataChunki )
8:
return enChunki
9: end function
10: function Decrypt(enChunki )
11:
return dataChunki
12: end function
13: function ProcessSGX2 (dataChunki , i, n)
14:
enChunki =Encrypt(dataChunki )
15:
hashi =Hash(dataChunki )
16:
payload=henChunki ||dataID||i||n||hashi iσSGX2
17:
return payload
18: end function
19: function ProcessSGX1 (enChunki , prevHash)
20:
dataChunki = Decrypt(enChunki )
21:
hashi = Hash(dataChunki )
22:
prevHash = (prevHash||hashi )
23:
proof =hprevHashiσSGX1
24:
return dataChunki , proof
25: end function

hosted functionalities. Each TEE is equipped with certified
keypairs to generate signature. We assume that the verification keys are published to the public bulletin board such as
the blockchain. Also, the user’s SGX generates a secret key
sk for symmetric encryption that is shared with the distributor SGX via secure channel. Such secure channel can be
established during the remote attestation between them as
described in the manual[13]. We describe each TEE function
in the following.
DivideData: divides the data into the number of chunks
given to it.
Encrypt: encrypts the input data with the secret key sk
using symmetric encryption.
Decrypt: decrypts the input data with the secret key sk
using symmetric encryption.
ProcessSGX2: takes in a data chunk, index, the number
of division, and returns payload signed with the signing
key of the distributor’s SGX.
ProcessSGX1: takes in an encrypted data chunk and
cumulated hash, and returns the data chunk and the
proof , which is the cumulated hash signed with the
signing key of the user’s SGX.
4.2 Process description
The Fig.2 shows the overall sequence diagram for the protocol. We provide the protocol details stepwise as follows:
Step 1 Owner, distributor, and user register their identifying information on the blockchain. Additionally, dis-

Fig. 2

Sequence diagram

tributor and user register the ownership of their respective SGX enclaves and public key on blockchain. Let the
user’s SGX be SGX1 and distributor’s SGX be SGX2.
SGX1 generates a secret key sk for symmetric encryption, and then sends the sk to SGX2. The sk is then
used for encryption and decryption of the data. Then
the user requests for the data corresponding to dataID.
We assume that the dataID corresponding to the data
is publicly available.
Step 2 The distributor divides the data into n data
chunks using DivideData(dataID, n) and then executes P rocessSGX2 as explained in step 3. There are
reasons for deviding this data into chunks. The first
reason is to prevent the scenario in which the user receives the data but does not send the proof back to
the distributor. In such case, the distributor cannot get
paid by the owner. This is similar to the reason provided by Theta[10] protocol. The second reason is due
to size limit of the protected memory used for the SGX
enclave. It has limit of 128 MB as described in the Intel
Software Guard Extensions SDK for Linux OS[18].
Step 3 The
distributor
executes
P rocessSGX2(dataChunk1 , 1, n) to obtain payload
for dataChunk1 . Then, the distributor sends the
payload,
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henChunk1 ||dataID||1||n||hash1 iσSGX2 ,

(1)

to the user.
Step 4 The user then executes P rocessSGX1 in which
the SGX1 first decrypts enChunki and retrieves
dataChunki . Then the SGX1 calculates the hash for
this dataChunki . This hash is combined with the
prevHash and stored as new prevHash. Then, the user
obtains the proof as signed cumulated hash prevHash.
and the dataChunki . The user sends the proof to the
distributor to receive the next payload for dataChunk2 .
Step 5 The distributor verifies the signature of the cumulated hash value. Also, the distributor checks if the
value of the cumulated hash is correct. If both the conditions are satisifed, the distributor sends the payload
with the dataChunk2 .
Step6 After repeating the step 3 - 6 for for all the data
chunks, the distributor has the last proof .
Step7 The distributor register the last proof on
blockchain and the smart contract for payment is
executed.
4.3 Role of blockchain
In above mentioned protocol, we propose to use
blockchain for below three purposes.
Permissioned
blockchain or permissionless blockchain, any of them can be
used. It depends on the application requirements in which
the protocol will be used.
• ID management: it can be done by recording the
registration IDs of owner, distributor and user. Also,
distributor and user record their indivisual public keys
and enclave identifiers on blockchain
• Proof logging: the distributor can submit the final
proof of distribution on blockchain. This can be verified by the owner before making any payment to the
distributor. Since, the number of such proofs in case
of large number of users will be more, the owner might
not be able to check all the proofs. In such case, a
trusted third party can be allocated to do this job. Alternatively, the owner can opt to randomly sample the
proofs and verify only those proofs
• Payment process: either the owner verifies the proof
and pays, or a smart contract for payment be executed
to do the corresponding payment to the distributor is
possible.

5.

Experiment

We implement this protocol on SGX compatible machine
for the different values of data size. We used Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E3-1270 v6 @ 3.80GHz, 32 GB RAM. The OS
is Ubuntu 16.04.4. As to the cryptographic protocols, we utilize AES-GCM 128 bit for symmetric encryption, SHA256
for hashing umplemented in the SDK of the Intel’s SGX.
We have measured execution time for these operations. The
Fig.3 shows relation between the execution time and the
chunk sizes.
In a general observation, it seems unusual that hashing
time is larger than encryption and decryption time. How-

Fig. 3

The measured time for encryption, decryption (AESGCM 128 bit) and hashing (SHA256) against varying data
chunk sizes.

ever, we find that similar result is presented by D. Harnik[19]
comparing different implementations of these functions on
the Intel’s SGX. Such reversing of the execution time of the
encryption and hashing seems to be due to the implementation of the SGX SDK.
The execution time increases linearly as the data chunks
size increases. We find that even for 50 MB size chunks the
execution times are in the order of 100 ms. Therefore, to
transfer 1 TB file (2000 data chunks), our protocol takes few
minutes. This is similar to the network transfer time for 10
GB ethernet network if we apply simple calculation. So, we
think our protocol is feasible in the real application.
We find that if the data chunk size goes beyond 50 MB,
the program can be executed, but the output is incorrect.
This happens because the data size is larger than the enclave memory size. The allowed memory size for SGX is 128
MB. However, the actual memory size seems to be around
100 MB as this blog states[20].
So, if we allocate several enclaves, the memory size for
each enclave would be smaller. However, we find that this
size limit can be increased on a system that supports paging
such as linux as discussed in this forum[21].

6.

Conclusion

It is important that data transfer on the network should
be charged as it consumes the network bandwidth. However, in scenarios where the distribution of the data is done
by a third party on behalf of the owner - a case of advertising
domain, it is necessary to prove that the user has actually received the commercial. To accomplish this, we have utilized
digital signature and trusted hardware technology of Intel
SGX to generate the proof of data distribution. Due to this,
the trust is moved from human to hardware. If there are
auditing requirements in a particular application, the same
protocol can be enhanced by using blockchain technology for
logging the several operations which can later be audited by
the auditor.
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